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Abstract

Data exchange between embedded systems and other small or large computing
devices increases. Since data in different data sources may refer to the same real
world objects, data cannot simply be merged. Furthermore, in many situations,
conflicts in data about the same real world objects need to be resolved without
interference from a user. In this report, we report on an attempt to make a RDBMS
probabilistic, i.e., data in a relation represents all possible views on the real world,
in order to achieve unattended data integration. We define a probabilistic relational
data model and review standard SQL query primitives in the light of probabilistic
data. It appears that thinking in terms of ‘possible worlds’ is powerful in deter-
mining the proper semantics of these query primitives.

1 Introduction

Today, computing devices have become smaller and smaller, allowing them to be easily
integrated into other systems or objects. Besides their miniaturization they also have
become cheaper, increasing the number of devices in everyday life.

Many of these devices are capable of transmitting and receiving information, for
example by means of radio-transmission. Using the data from these devices usually re-
quires integration of data from different sources. Although the data can be semantically
similar, the representation across different devices may vary. Also, since information
about the same real world is gathered by different devices even the data itself can be
different from one device to another. Integration of data from these different devices
must be able to cope with these differences in representation and data.

Our approach is to drop the assumption that a database should contain accurate and
complete information. However, we still hold the DBMS responsible for data manage-
ment. To solve the problem of data differences we propose a probabilistic RDBMS,
built on top of a traditional relational database. We define a probabilistic relational
data model and review standard SQL query primitives in the light of probabilistic data.
We use the approach of possible worlds, i.e. the database holds information about all
possible worlds, instead of the real world. This approach allowed us to define proper
semantics for probabilistic SQL. Moreover, we designed the probabilistic database in
such a way that it is a proper extension of a traditional RDBMS.
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2 Related Research

There has been a lot of research in the area of uncertain data. Different data models
have been developed along with matching algebraic operators. Also, some practical
prototypes have been developed on top of existing relational database systems. Our
specific goal, however, is to design a system that supports unattended automatic data
integration. In this section, we will compare our approach to the existing designs,
especially with respect to the intended goal.

Our approach to uncertain data, is that of possible worlds, which was introduced in
[1]. This approach provides the proper semantics to deal with uncertain data in relation
with data integration. A form of possible worlds is also used in [2].

The datamodel we use has to be able to be used with a traditional RDBMS. This
means that data has to be in, or can easily be transformed into 1NF, like the designs in
[2, 3, 4]. Others use a datamodel where probabilistic attributes are non-atomic [5]. The
advantage of a 1NF approach is that we can use an existing RDBMS for the purpose of
datamanagement.

Since our application is that of data integration, ignorance, as in [5], plays no role
in our dataset. This substantially simplifies the design. We do, however, have the need
for a querying mechanism, which is an extension of the traditional one. Just extending
the algebraic operators as is done in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] is not sufficient. We also have a
need for probabilistic aggregate functions and, as we will see, even for a new aggregate
function EXP.

The way uncertainty itself can be represented also differs. We preferred a simple
representation, which can easily be interpreted by the user of our system. The most
commonly used method is using (point)probabilities [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Other approaches
are to use complex probabilities [6], where a lower bound and upper bound for each
probability are given. Also cisets can be used [7], where probability of confidence is
given and a probability of opposition. The information about which the uncertainty
is specified differs. In [1] two types of probabilistic relations are defined, Type1 and
Type2. With a Type1 relation the uncertainty is associated with the data tuple as a
whole, whereas Type2 relations associate uncertainty with only one attribute.

Besides uncertainty, ignorance can also be supported [5], which means that certain
possibilities are either unspecified, or just the associated probability is not entirely
known. Due to its impact on the complexity of the rest of the design and the fact that
our application has no need for ignorance, we do not support ignorance.

3 Probabilistic Data

A real world object can be represented by a tuple T ∈ D1 × · · · × Dn, where Di

is the domain of attribute i. A set of real world objects can then be described by a
relation R ∈ P(D1 ×· · ·×Dn). Finally, we can represent the real world by a database
DB ∈ PP(D1 × · · · × Dn). Without loss of generality, we assume the database to
consist of only one relation.

Thus, a real world can be described by a traditional relational database. As an
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example, we will use an addressbook. Table 1 shows two addressbooks1, both having
the same representation of data, but the actual data differs.

name room
’Ed’ 3122

’Harry’ 2023

name room
’Ed’ 3120

’Harry’ 2012

Table 1: Two addressbook

If we combine both addressbooks into one, we encounter a problem, since both
addressbooks contain information about the same real world object person. For each
real world object, at most one of the addressbooks can contain the correct information.
Choosing from either table could therefore lead to incorrect data. Allowing both possi-
bilities for each real world object to be stored in the resulting addressbook ensures that
data-loss does not occur.

Using additional information, probabilities can be assigned to each possibility. Cal-
culating this probability will be done by a mapping-function, which will not be dis-
cussed in this document. The result of the mapping function is, for each attribute, an
associated probability indicating the likelihood of that particular value. For example,
the result of the mapping function for attribute room of our addressbooks might return
for real world object Ed a value of 0.7 for room 3122 and 0.3 for room 3120. Informa-
tion that could be used by such a mapping function is a date or time associated with the
data, or the fact that one of the persons in the addressbook owns the addressbook. In
the first case, a newer addressbook will be likely to have more accurate data. A person
owning an addressbook, will be likely to have a correct address of himself.

To be able to associate a probability with an attribute value, we introduce a proba-
bilistic attribute D̃i = [0, 1]×Di. Analogous to the traditional relational database, we
can now define a probabilistic tuple, relation and database being

pT ∈ D̃1 × · · · × D̃n

pR ∈ P(D̃1 × · · · × D̃n)

pDB ∈ PP(D̃1 × · · · × D̃n)

As with the traditional database, without loss of generality we assume the database
to consist of only one relation. pT defines a possible description of a real world object,
or possibility.

Table 2 shows probabilistic relation addressbook, which is a result of integrating
both addressbooks from Table 1. Since more than one possibility is allowed for each
real world object, the key-value is no longer unique, instead it indicates a unique real
world object, i.e. all tuples with the same value for the key attribute are possibilities
of the same real world object. We require probabilistic relations to have such a pri-
mary key k (or key for short). Without loss of generality, we assume keys to consist
of only one attribute. Since keys uniquely identify real world objects, their associated

1We will underline attributes to indicate they are key.
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probability has to be 1. Attributes with an associated probability of 0 are called non-
existent and attributes with probability 1 are said to be certain. When all instances of
an attribute are certain, we will omit the associated probability. If all instances of all
attributes in a relation are either non-existent, or certain, the relation is a traditional
relation.

name room
’Ed’ [1.0] 3122 [0.7]
’Ed’ [1.0] 3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ [1.0] 2023 [0.4]
’Harry’ [1.0] 2012 [0.6]

Table 2: Probabilistic relation addressbook

Let Pi(pT ) be the probability part of attribute i in tuple pT and πi(pT ) its value
part. For convenience we introduce the following notation:

Πv(pR) = {pT ∈ pR |πk(pT ) = v}

DiepR = {v ∈ Di | (∃pT ∈ pR) • πi(pT ) = v}

Πv(pR) is the set of all tuples from pR where the key equals v. DiepR is domain
Di restricted to those values actually occurring in pR.

There are two constraints every probabilistic relation has to meet. The first con-
straint ensures that all possibilities for every real world object are specified, i.e. the sum
of all probabilities for each possibility equals 1. This implies that we assume a closed
world. Given the attributes of a possibility, its associated probability is P (pT ) =∏

1≤i≤n

Pi(pT ). The sum of all possibilities should then add up to 1.

The second constraint states that all attributes are independent, i.e. if an attribute-
value occurs with a certain probability for a possibility, then another occurrence of that
attribute-value for another possibility has to have the same probability. More formally
put, the constraints are:

1. (∀v ∈ DkepR)
∑

pT∈Πv(pR)

(
∏

1≤i≤n

Pi(pT )) = 1

2. (∀v ∈ DkepR)(∀i 6= k)(∀pT , pT ′ ∈ Πv(pR)) • πi(pT ) = πi(pT
′) ⇒

Pi(pT ) = Pi(pT
′)

Alternatively, an attribute-value, including its associated probability, only depends on
the key.

3.1 Representation

The representation for probabilistic data we use, is based on [5]. Probabilities associ-
ated with attributes are placed behind the attribute itself in brackets. Attributes which
are always certain or nonexistent are shown without probabilities. Table 2 shows two
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name room
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7]

3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4]

2012 [0.6]

Table 3: Alternative representation relation addressbook

real world objects using the representation according to the formal definition of a prob-
abilistic relation, with each possibility in a separate tuple. Another possibility is to
use one tuple for each object and show different possibilities for attributes in the same
field. The merged addressbook would then look like Table 3. This notation enforces
independence of attributes.

3.2 Possible Worlds

We described a real world object by a tuple T and a relation then represents a set of real
world objects. The database can be considered as a representation of the real world.
With probabilistic data, a tuple represents a possibility and a relation represents a set
of possibilities. Since we assume a closed world, all possibilities have to be specified
within this relation. The database then represents possible worlds, which are worlds
made up of a possibility for every object contained in the relation.

Probabilistic relation addressbook from Table 2 contains 4 possible worlds. These
are listed in Table 4. The probability associated with the possible world is shown in
the last row Pworld. This probability is obtained by multiplying the probabilities of the
individual attributes:

∏

1≤i≤n

Pi(pT ).

name room
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4]
Pworld 0.28

name room
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7]
’Harry’ 2012 [0.6]
Pworld 0.42

name room
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4]
Pworld 0.12

name room
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2012 [0.6]
Pworld 0.18

Table 4: All possible worlds within addressbook

A possible world has to meet two constraints, these are:

1. (∀v ∈ DkepR) • |Πv(pW )| = 1

2. (∀pT ∈ pW )(∃pT ′ ∈ pR) • πk(pT ) = πk(pT ′)
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The first constraint ensures that every object has only one possibility in a possible
world. The second constraint demands each object in the possible world to be contained
in the probabilistic relation. In other words, objects in a possible world have to be
specified in the relation.

The set of all possible worlds within pR is denoted by PWRpR = {pW ⊆
pR | pW is a possible world} and is also called a universe.

4 Storage scheme

As mentioned before, we want probabilistic relations to be stored in a traditional RDBMS.
The probabilistic data introduced in section 3 is not suitable to be stored in an RDBMS,
since probabilistic attributes are not atomic. We will show a 1NF representation of the
data, which can be used to achieve our goal. Furthermore, we will show a 3NF repre-
sentation, which has some organizational and functional advantages over 1NF.

4.1 1NF representation

A 1NF representation only allows atomic attributes. Probabilistic attributes are always
non-atomic, because of the associated probability. By introducing a separate attribute
for this probability-value the relation is changed into pR ∈ P([0, 1]×D1×· · ·×[0, 1]×
Dn). The resulting relation is in 1NF.

name room room prob
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7]
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4]
’Harry’ 2012 [0.6]

Table 5: 1NF representation probabilistic relation addressbook

If we bring Table 3 into 1NF, we obtain Table 5. Probability-attributes have the
same name as the associated value-attributes, but with the suffix prob. As mentioned
before, whenever all values of an attribute are either certain or nonexistent, we omit the
probability-attribute. This is the case for at least the key of the relation.

The main disadvantage of this representation is the (possibly huge) data replication.
All non-probabilistic attributes are replicated for every possibility and if there are more
probabilistic attributes even with these attributes replication occurs. This replication of
data could result in data inconsistency.

4.2 3NF representation

The 1NF representation may lead to massive data replication, hence may lead to data
inconsistencies and inefficiency if not handled correctly. This can be prevented by
using a 3NF representation, see Table 6.
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MAIN
name id
’Ed’ 1
’Harry’ 2

ROOM
id room prob
1 3122 0.7
1 3120 0.3
2 2023 0.4
2 2012 0.6

Table 6: 3NF representation probabilistic relation addressbook

For a relation to be in 3NF all functional dependencies2 A 7→ B in this relation
have to meet one of the following requirements:

• B ∈ A (trivial)

• A is a superkey of pR

• B is part of a key of pR

The main table has functional dependency name 7→ id′. This dependency satisfies
3NF since name is key of the relation. The additional tables have functional depen-
dencies id i 7→ p, where p is the probability attribute andn i is the probabilistic attribute
value. Again id i is key of the relation and therefore the tables satisfy 3NF. There are
no other functional dependencies.

If we observe Table 5, we see that the relation is modeled as pR ∈ P(Dk ×PD̃2 ×
· · ·×PD̃n). All non-key attributes can be non-atomic and can be modeled as a separate
relation. We introduce a main table for the probabilistic relation with the key attribute
and a unique identifier Dk′ . This unique identifier is introduced to avoid replication of
the key-value. We also introduce a new table Dk′ × Di × [0, 1] for every probabilistic
attribute. The key of these tables consists of the attributes k′ and i. Table 6 shows a
3NF representation of the addressbook relation.

4.3 Dependent attributes

Our model does not allow for attributes being dependent. The two reasons for this
restriction are the inability to represent this dependency and our querying mechanism,
which is explained in the next section.

The first reason for the restriction can be solved by using the 3NF representation.
If we store dependent probabilistic attributes in the same (sub)table, the combination
of them occurring both at the same time can be assigned one probability. In this way
dependencies among probabilistic attributes can be modeled.

5 Querying

Querying probabilistic data requires redefinition of the algebra operators and aggre-
gates, because the traditional attributes are extended with an additional associated prob-

2A denotes a set of attributes
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ability. If we would use use traditional querying mechanisms on probabilistic data,
stored in 1NF using a traditional RDBMS, we would obtain something like

SELECT name, room
FROM addressbook

The result would be

’Ed’ 3122
’Ed’ 3120
’Harry’ 2023
’Harry’ 2012

This, from a traditional point of view, makes no sense, since values from the key at-
tribute occur more than once. Seen from the probabilistic point of view it is also wrong,
because the probabilities are unspecified.

Our probabilistic operators will have to return information from all possible worlds.
The result for the previous query would be

’Ed’ 3122 0.7
’Ed’ 3120 0.3
’Harry’ 2023 0.4
’Harry’ 2012 0.6

Which indicates that there is a possibility, with probability 0.7, Ed has room 3122 and
another possible world, with probability 0.3, Ed has room 3120. The probabilities will
have to be treated as if they were part of the actual attribute, as is the case in the formal
definition.

5.1 Operators

Project The traditional projection πf (R) selects all attributes f from relation R. The
semantics of this operator is, that specified information about real world objects is se-
lected, while other information is left out. The semantics of the probabilistic projection
πf (pR) is identical to the traditional one. It selects attributes f from all possibilities
in pR. Since these possibilities are identified by their key-value, the associated key-
attribute has to be part of f .

Select Traditionally, the select operator σc(R) selects real world objects from the
world (database) according to the selection condition c. In the probabilistic case the
select operator selects possibilities from the universe (probabilistic database) according
to the selection condition, which can also contain references to the probabilistic part of
attributes. The result of the probabilistic selection condition is a new universe with at
least one possible world.

We introduce a function P (f) which returns the probability of attribute f . This
function can be used within the selection condition. The probability of an attribute-
value in the resulting universe has a probability P (f |c), which is different from the
probability the attribute-value had in the originating universe. For example σroom=3120(R)
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(a) Addressbook extended with phonenumbers
(phonebook)

name room phone
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 3782 [0.7]

3120 [0.3] 3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 3534 [0.4]

2012 [0.6] 2364 [0.6]

(b) Result of σroom6=phone(phonebook)

name room phone
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 3782 [0.7]
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 3120 [0.3]
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 3782 [1.0]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 3534 [0.4]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 2364 [0.6]
’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 3534 [0.4]
’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 2364 [0.6]

Table 7: Select operator example

A B A ∪ B

e ∈ A [PA] e ∈ B [PB ] e ∈ A ∪ B [PAPB ]

e ∈ A [PA] e /∈ B [P̂B ] e ∈ A ∪ B [PAP̂B ]

e /∈ A [P̂A] e ∈ B [PB ] e ∈ A ∪ B [P̂APB ]

e /∈ A [P̂A] e /∈ B [P̂B ] e /∈ A ∪ B [P̂AP̂B ]

⇒
e ∈ A ∪ B [PA + PB − PAPB ]

e /∈ A ∪ B [1 − (PA + PB − PAPB)]

Table 8: Determining the probabilities associated with a union result by enumerating
possible worlds (P̂ = 1 − P ).

will return {(1.0, ’Ed’, 3120)}, which indicates that in the universe where there is a
room 3120, it is with certainty occupied by Ed.

Another example σP (room)>0.6(addressbook) returns all those instances where
the probability of having a room is higher than 60%. The result is {(1.0, ’Ed’, 3122)},
where 1.0 is the probability of this world within the resulting universe.

Selection can cause the resulting relation to have dependent attributes, as can be
seen in Table 7. In this example, attribute phone depends on attribute room for real
world object ’Ed’. The probabilistic distribution for those possibilities where room =
3122 is not equal to the distribution for possibilities with room = 3120. It can also
be concluded from the query itself, because the selection condition forces room to be
dependent on phone.

Union The traditional union merges two worlds. The probabilistic union merges
two universes both containing possible worlds. The probability of possibilities in the
result will be different from those in the relation as a result of the union, since the new
probabilities are based on the resulting universe. To properly calculate the probabilities
in the answer, it is beneficial to enumerate the possible worlds, i.e. consider each
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possibility of an element existing or not in the operand sets (see Table 8). There are
three possibilities where the element occurred in one of the operand sets. The sum
of the three associated probabilities is the probability of the element occurring in the
result.

The intersection and difference of two probabilistic relations can be determined
analogously.

Cartesian product The semantics of a cartesian product is the simultaneous occur-
rence of two possibilities. If we disregard the last column, Table 11 shows the result of
distancebook × distancebook, which is shown in Table 10. The key of this resulting
relation is the combination of both keys of the original two relations.

Join The join of two relations A and B is defined by A onc B = σc(A × B), where
c is the join condition. Since we have already defined both select and the cartesian
product, according to the definition, the join can be obtained by using its definition.
We will show that this is true, but that there are some instances where side effects
occur. Recall, however, that selection may introduce dependencies among attributes.
Naturally, this side effect occurs with the join as well.

Joining two probabilistic tables on their keys results in the join as would be ex-
pected. If, for example, a room is occupied by a person and a phone number is associ-
ated with a person (see Table 9), the join shows the addressbook as would be expected.
If, however, the phone number is associated with a room and we join the two tables on
room, the associated probability of room disappears. This is due to the fact that room
becomes a key in the resulting relation and according to the constraints of probabilistic
relations, keys have to be certain.

(a) Persons and rooms

name room
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7]

3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4]

2012 [0.6]

(b) Persons and phone numbers

name phone
’Ed’ 3782 [0.7]

3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4]

2012 [0.6]

(c) Result of A onname=name B

name room phone
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 3782 [0.7]

3120 [0.3] 3120 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 3534 [0.4]

2012 [0.6] 2364 [0.6]

Table 9: Join on keys
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name room distance
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 20 [0.7]

3120 [0.3] 18 [0.3]
’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 50 [0.4]

2012 [0.6] 60 [0.6]

Table 10: Relation addressbook with distances (distancebook)

5.2 Aggregate functions

Aggregate functions combine the value of a set of attribute values into one value. Ex-
amples are The total price of a cd collection or the average mark of students. Observe
that a traditional aggregate operator works in one world, where everything is certain.
The probabilistic aggregates work within possible worlds. For each possible world a
value is calculated and returned along with the associated probability of that possible
world.

All probabilistic aggregate functions, aggr, are of the form:

aggrf (pR) ∈ P([0, 1] × R)

Here f indicates a field name. We extend the addressbook relation with distance in-
formation. The result is shown in Table 10. Both persons in the addressbook have
2× 2 = 4 possibilities, since attributes room and distance are independent. As a result
there are 4 × 4 = 16 possible worlds. If we take, for example:

SELECT MAX(distance)
FROM addressbook

we see that the distance to Harry is always greater than the distance to Ed. In half (8)
of all possible worlds the distance to Harry is 50, in the other cases the distance is 60.
The sum of all probabilities associated with these possible worlds is 40% in the case of
a distance of 50 and 60% in the case of distance 60. Therefore, the correct result is:

50 0.4
60 0.6

In the above example, it is obvious that the probabilistic aggregate function MAX is
the traditional function MAX per possible world with the associated probability of that
world. This is the case for all aggregate functions and we define them as:

aggr f (pR) = {(P (pW ), aggr f (pW )) | pW ∈ PWRpR}

where aggrf (pW ) is the traditional counterpart of probabilistic aggregate function
aggr on field f evaluated in possible world pW . We will show this by using several
examples, based on relation distancebook in Table 10. All possible worlds, 16 in total,
derived from this relation are listed in Table 11. For convenience the possible worlds
are listed as rows in this table.
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name room distance name room distance Pworld

’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 50 [0.4] 0.0784
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 60 [0.6] 0.1176
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 50 [0.4] 0.1176
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 60 [0.6] 0.1764
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 50 [0.4] 0.0336
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 60 [0.6] 0.0504
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 50 [0.4] 0.0504
’Ed’ 3122 [0.7] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 60 [0.6] 0.0756
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 50 [0.4] 0.0336
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 60 [0.6] 0.0504
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 50 [0.4] 0.0504
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 20 [0.7] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 60 [0.6] 0.0756
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 50 [0.4] 0.0144
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2023 [0.4] 60 [0.6] 0.0216
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 50 [0.4] 0.0216
’Ed’ 3120 [0.3] 18 [0.3] ’Harry’ 2012 [0.6] 60 [0.6] 0.0324

Table 11: Possible worlds derived from relation distancebook

Example 1 Previously, the probabilities in the result where equal to those in the
originating relation. This is because in all cases the maximum was taken from the
same real world object (’Harry’). If this is not the case, probabilities do not correspond
with those in the originating relations.

SELECT AVG(distance)
FROM distancebook;

There are 2 · 2 = 4 different average distances among the possible worlds, 34, 35, 39
and 40. The associated probabilities are 0.12, 0.28, 0.18 and 0.42 resp.

Example 2 If the question is how far we have to walk, on average, to reach a person
in the addressbook, the query would look like

SELECT name, AVG(distance)
FROM distancebook
GROUP BY name;

Here an aggregate is used in combination with a GROUP BY clause in which case the
definition of the aggregate function applies to one GROUP.

5.3 EXP function

All probabilistic aggregate functions work within one possible world. The actual value
of an attribute in the real world cannot be determined by just querying the database. For
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numerical attributes, however, we can calculate the expected value of that particular
attribute given all possible worlds with their associated probabilities. This value can be
regarded as a prediction in the real world. The mathematical expected value behaves
as an aggregate. It returns one value based on a number of values from the same
domain. We define a new aggregate function EXP , which returns the expected value
of a numerical field.

EXPf (pR) ∈ R

The function EXP is defined by

∑

pT∈pR

πf (pT ) × Pf (pT )

∑

pT∈pR

Pf (pT )

The EXP function calculates the weighed average of field f over all possible
worlds within pR. If EXP is used within a query with a GROUP BY clause, pR

represents one group. We will show the use of EXP with two examples.

SELECT EXP(distance)
FROM distancebook

will give as a result

37.7

which is the expected distance to a person in the addressbook. The expected distance
to all persons in the addressbook can be obtained by

SELECT name, EXP(distance)
FROM distancebook
GROUP BY name

with the result

’Ed’ 19.4
’Harry’ 56

Observe that when used on a traditional relation, EXP returns the average of field
f . As a result, we can also define the EXP function as

∑

pW∈PWRpR

AV Gf (pW ) · Pf (pW )

Both definitions are equivalent. The traditional average of a field f can be calcu-
lated with
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AV Gf (pW ) =

∑

pT∈pR

πf (pT )

∑

pT∈pR

Pf (pT )

since the sum of all probabilities equals the number of real world objects. Sub-
stituting the traditional average in the first definition of EXP by this definition of the
average, results in the second definition of EXP .

Function EXP can also be used in combination with other aggregate functions.
The expected average of the distance for example is obtained by

SELECT EXP(MIN(average))
FROM distancebook;

and has result 19.4, which is the sum of all minimum averages per possible world
multiplied by the associated probability.

6 Conclusions

We designed a probabilistic database extension for the intended purpose of unattended
data integration. A traditional RDBMS is still held responsible for managing the data,
but query operators and aggregate functions are redefined to support probabilistic at-
tributes.

We found that looking at the data in terms of possible worlds is essential when
querying the data. This approach allowed for the proper semantics of both query oper-
ators and aggregate functions.

Using normalization theory, our probabilistic relation can be mapped onto a tradi-
tional relational database. The third normal form even allowed for dependent attributes.

We redefined the aggregate functions to be able to work with probabilistic data. We
have shown that in order to work with probabilistic data, aggregate traditional aggregate
functions can be used, when they are applied to all possible worlds and combine the
result with the probabilities associated with the possible worlds. We also introduced a
new aggregate function EXP which calculates the expected value of a numerical field,
bridging the cap between possible worlds and the real world.
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